Low cost & low maintenance? Your hybrid classroom can have it all

Start your journey to equipping your learners and teachers

Reduce IT workload with dedicated Lenovo support from procurement to device management

Lower IT costs with parent-financed PCs with the latest innovative devices without a hefty investment when you choose Lenovo Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) program.

*Lenovo Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) program is also known as Choose Your Own Device (CYOD) program.

Lenovo BYOD/CYOD Support Program
The cost-effective way for your school to seamlessly support unique learner needs in the hybrid classroom.

Lenovo BYOD/CYOD packages
To suit your unique needs:

**Good**
- Smarter transforms future education
- Microsoft 365 for Education preloaded into devices
- Microsoft Windows Autopilot enables seamless device enrollment
- Training session on collaborative learning with Teams for both students & teachers

**Better**
- Onsite configuration for Microsoft Intune Lenovo Support Desk
- White Glove device enrollment service (Remote)
- Training on Microsoft Intune and Endpoint Security Management (for IT team)
- and Minecraft (for teachers)

**Best for K-12**
- Everything in BETTER package and more
- White Glove device enrollment service (Remote or onsite)
- Training on Microsoft Intune and Endpoint Security Management (for IT team)

**Best for HED**
- Everything in BETTER package and more
- Azure AD planning and implementation
- CloudSwyft Labs Services
- Training on Microsoft Intune, Endpoint Security Management, Azure AD, Microsoft Power BI (for IT team) and Azure Labs (for teachers)

Great for K-12
- Reliable devices including Lenovo 13W, 100W, 300W, 500W, K14, V14, ThinkBook and ThinkPad X1 series with up to Intel vPro®, An Intel® Evo™ Design and Windows 11

On the-experts customer support with Lenovo Premium Care

High-quality, custom solutions provided for:
- Straight-to-the-experts customer support with Lenovo Premium Care
- Microsoft 365 for Education preloaded into devices
- Microsoft Windows Autopilot enables seamless device enrollment
- Training session on collaborative learning with Teams for both students & teachers

Everything included in GOOD package and more

Talk to us about Lenovo BYOD/CYOD →

Lowest cost & lowest maintenance? Your hybrid classroom can have it all

Smarter transforms future education

Talk to us about Lenovo BYOD/CYOD →

Lenovo BYOD/CYOD Support Program
The cost-effective way for your school to seamlessly support unique learner needs in the hybrid classroom.

Smarter transforms future education
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